Abstract -The time-domain simulation plays an important role in planning, designing and operation of the power system, but mismatches between its results and the actual system response show that the credibility evaluation of dynamic models is critical in all the above aspects of power systems. This paper discusses the technologies of credibility evaluation, including hybrid dynamic simulation with PMU measurements, error analysis and the calculated indices. Moreover, a phase shift method is presented to implement hybrid dynamic simulation in PSD-FDS. Then the paper proposes a credibility evaluation scheme to provide solution for the evaluation. At last, one sample is used to validate the implementation of hybrid dynamic simulation, while the other sample illustrates the effectiveness of the credibility evaluation approach.
Introduction
The time-domain simulation plays an important role in planning, designing, and operation of the power system. And its results are used not only in making decision about the operation strategies, but also in parameters' setting of control equipments [1] . Therefore, pessimistic or optimistic results will give operators a false sense of system security. The simulation result of WSCC outage in August 10, 1996 found that it cannot repeat the collapse as the real power system using existing simulation models [2] . In March 2004, artificial three-phase short-circuit test was carried out in Northeast power grid of China [3] , and the simulations are optimistic. Those mismatches warn people of the crediblity of power system dynamic simulation, so more attention should be paid onto the credibility evaluation of the dynamic models and their parameters.
In large power system, the credibility evaluation of dynamic models is a difficult task, because all the models of components will influent the simulation and it is impossible to find out the model with bad parameters. The traditional method uses equivalent models for the external system. Since the equivalent model is always an approximate of the physical system, error is brought into the simulation unavoidably.
Recently, the widely install of PMU provides a good opportunity to credibility evaluation. PMU can record synchronized phasors, which accurately measures the realtime states of the power system, including the voltage, angle, active and reactive power. And hybrid dynamic simulation [4, 5, 6 ,7] employs PMU measurements as the equivalent of the external system to make the external system having the same behaviors. This paper proposes a credibility evaluation scheme which integrates hybrid dynamic simulation, error analysis of signals. The remainders of this paper are organized as follows. In section II, the hybrid algorithms are introduced, and the details of implementation are presented in PSD-FDS. And then, it researches the characteristic of dynamic signals from PMU measurements and simulation results, and then the error analysis methods are discussed to build an indices system. In section IV, the above methods are combined to credibility evaluation of dynamic models. In section V, two samples are present to illustrate the effective of the proposed method. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Hybrid Dynamic Simulation
Time-domain dynamic simulation is one of the most important tools for the planning and operation of electrical power system, and the appearance of PMU increases the accuracy of the simulation. So the hybrid dynamic simulation combining PMU measurement technology and traditional simulation have the advantages of these two technologies [5] . This section firstly discusses the timedomain method for dynamic simulation. Then, traditional methods of the hybrid dynamic simulation are introduced and compared with each other. At last, the details of implementation in PSD-FDS are present.
Time-Domain Simulation
The time-domain simulation uses the numerical integration algorithm to deal with a set of high order differential algebraic equations (DAEs) formed from dynamic models and the network of power system [1, 8] . The DAEs used in the time-domain simulation of power systems can be expressed as:
where (1) (2) is admittance matrix formed from network. And this matrix is symmetric and constant in almost the whole simulation period.
In a modern large-scale interconnected power system, the calculation is complex and time-consuming. And the accuracy of simulation results depends on the credibility of dynamic models. Hybrid dynamic simulation has the advantages of PMU measurement technology and traditional simulation. And applications of such technology include system event playback, model validation, software validation [9] , and locating the disturbance source for the low-frequency oscillation [10] .
Introduction of Hybrid Dynamic Simulation
Hybrid dynamic simulation injects external signals to simulation process and opens traditional dynamic simulation loops for interaction with external signals. As in Fig. 1 , the boundary point can divide the whole system into subsystem and external system. With PMU measurements injected at its boundary, the hybrid dynamic method allows for the dynamic simulation of a subsystem without introducing errors caused by an external system. The PMU measurements record the system behavior at the boundary accurately, so it deals only with subsystem and there is no need to model the external system.
The PMU measurements include the voltage, angle, real power and reactive power. Theoretically hybrid dynamic simulation can solve with any two of them, so different methods are proposed. The phase shift method [9] uses an artificial generator and ideal phase shifter to obtain equivalent circuit of external system as shown in Fig. 2 . By adjusting the turn ratio k and phase shift α of ideal phase shifter, both the voltage V and the angle θ at the boundary bus are ensured the same as the PMU measurements during the simulation. In Fig. 3 , Equivalent impedance method [6] replaces the external system by a dynamic load. And its impedance R + jX changes at each simulation step according to the Norton equivalence method. Another method uses a large synchronous machine with fast-responding exciters and governors (Fig. 4) to make sure that simulated bus voltage and frequency are forced to follow very closely the recorded voltage V * and frequency f * [11] .
In the meantime of adding new equipments, the simulation error is generated. So [7] use PMU measurements directly when solving the DAEs. In this method, there is no equivalent model, so the voltage and angle of the boundary bus is equal to the measurements exactly. However, this method must modify the program, which is not possible especially when commercial program is used.
As discussed above, the phase shift method is easy to implement, therefore, it is adopted in this paper. 
Implementation with PSD-FDS
PSD-FDS (Power System Department -Full Dynamic Simulation) [8, 12] is selected for the implementation of the proposed hybrid simulation for its commercial availability and its popularity in power industry, especially in China.
PSD-FDS has been in development at the China Electric Power Research Institute (CEPRI) since 1998. This program employs the modified Gear algorithm, and is capable of electric-mechanical transient, medium-term and long-term dynamic courses.
In this method, the voltage and angle are used as input of hybrid dynamic simulation, while active and reactive powers are used to compare with those got from hybrid dynamic simulation. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , a generator and a phase shifter is added, they should meet the following requirements:
A. The generator is modeled as a classical model and provides an ideal voltage source with constant amplitude and angle. B. The phase shifter has a near-zero impedance (0.0001 pu. in this program). Meanwhile, its turn ratio k and phase shift α change at every simulation step to make sure the voltage and angle of boundary bus as same as PMU measurements. To satisfy the second requirement, the turn ratio k and phase shift α of the phase shifter is,
where, 't' denotes the simulating time. And the formula of the phase shifter in admittance matrix is calculated as follow,
and, In formula (4), the addition of the phase shifter makes the admittance matrix asymmetric and changed every simulate step. To overcome this advantage, the elements of phase shifter in admittance matrix are calculated as (5), which is symmetric and constant. And then, the proposed method injects currents in its two terminal buses as (6) to simulate the changing turn ratio and phase shift.
where, V & , j V & are voltage of phase shifter's two terminal buses.
Error Analysis of Simulation
After hybrid dynamic simulation, we get two signals, one from measurements, and the other from hybrid dynamic simulation. So the key of the credibility evaluation is error analysis between them. Indices from error analysis can be used in credibility evaluation of dynamic models and their parameters [13] . The error analysis can be categorized into qualitative one and quantitative one.
The main method of qualitative analysis is visual observation, which observes the differences between signals and then adjudges whether they are similar or not. So this method takes the advantage of human experience, but it is not time-consuming in case of a great quantity of curves. Meanwhile this method cannot be used in choosing the better ones among thousands of signals.
On the other side, the quantitative analysis overcomes the limitation of qualitative one, and gives the indices for credibility evaluation and parameter optimization. The quantitative methods can be divided into two categories: residual analysis and eigenvalue analysis.
Residual Analysis
Residual analysis uses { } 
The indices from residual analysis can reflect the whole relative error of the simulation results, but it cannot show the fluctuation of the sequences. So there is more character information needed to study.
Eigen-value Analysis
Eigen-value Analysis methods extract the eigenvalue of the signals, and then use it to measure the error level.
Fourier, wavelet and prony algorithms are the effective methods for the analysis of transient signals. And prony method extracts valuable information from the signal and builds a series of damped exponentials of sine function, which include frequency, amplitude, damp, and phase angle. So it is widely used in low frequency oscillation analysis, design of controller, parameter identification, and so on [15] .
However, the orders of the prony results are usually very high, and in most case, the results are in different orders so as to be non-comparable. So in this paper, only the main mode is used to calculate the credibility indices as follows: where, 'm' denotes that value is got from main mode, f, and ζ stand for frequency and damp getting from measured signals respectively, while f and ζ have the same meaning calculated from simulated signals.
Error Indices Calculation
Beyond the above indices, the first swing is very important, so we get another index: In short, the formulas (10)- (14) are used as indices in this paper.
Credibility Evaluation
In power system, there are many nonlinear factors, like eddy current, saturation of the generator. Therefore, the dynamic models and their parameters from off-line testing may be not in accordance with on-line condition. It is very valuable of credibility evaluation using on-line signals. And the install of PMU enables such evaluation.
The signals from PMU include voltage, angle, active and reactive powers on bus. Considering the possibility of PMU fault, the measurements should be pre-processed before use. Pre-process includes the signals checking (bad data repairing, missing data making), and signals rebuilding because of the mismatch between PMU sampling time and simulation step.
The model credibility evaluation process with hybrid dynamic simulation is summarized as follows (see Fig. 5 ):
Step1: acquire the measurements from PMU, including voltage, angle, real power and reactive power;
Step2: pre-process the measurements, such as checking and fixing the missed points in sequence, re-generating the sequence suiting for the simulation step;
Step3: prepare network and models of subsystem, and then do the hybrid dynamic simulation using the voltage and angle from the measurement;
Step4: after getting the simulated P, Q and measured P, Q, analyze the difference between these two results, and calculate the error indices. 
Case Study

Validation of the Hybrid Dynamic Simulation
The method to validate the program is to compare timedomain simulation results of whole system and hybrid dynamic simulation results of subsystem. A three-generator, 9-bus power system, as shown in Fig. 6 , was used to validate the proposed method for hybrid simulation. And BusA and BusC are used as boundary buses to separate the whole system into two parts. The results of the above two simulations are illustrated in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . Each plot contains two traces, which are identical so as not to be distinguished. From Fig. 9 , we see that the phase shift method has succeeded in keeping the voltage and angle of BusA and BusC in hybrid dynamic simulation the same as in time-domain simulation. Then the power curves are same between these two simulations. So it is easy to get the conclusion that the subsystem in hybrid dynamic simulation has accurately repeat the dynamic behavior.
Credibility Evaluation Example
This section presents the results of simulation studies for evaluating and verifying the proposed identification scheme. In this experimental case, one generator in the power system of China is studied, and the generator bus is chosen as boundary bus. The time-domain dynamic simulation of this system is used as Base Case, from which the voltage, angle, active, and reactive powers are recorded to be used to evaluate the credibility of the model.
The models include the generator, governor, turbine, exciter and power system stabilizer (PSS). There are there cases studied:
Case A: generator with correct models and parameters; Case B: the limiter of PSS is more strict, that means, the parameters of PSS are wrong.
Case C: kinetic energy of generator is wrong. The simulation curves of all the three cases and the base case are shown in Fig. 10 . And from the figure, the results of Case A and Base Case are identical so as not to be distinguished. Case B has the same active power outputs and different reactive power ones. In Case C, active and reactive powers are different from the Base Case.
After visual observation, the prony analysis is processed, and the results are shown in Tab. 1. According to the formulas in section 3.3, the indices are calculated as in Tab. 2. From the Tab. 2, we draw the same conclusion as visual observation. So it proves that the phase shift method can reliably present the system dynamic response for model variation purposes, and the proposed credibility evaluation and its indices are valuable.
Conclusion
A new credibility evaluation scheme is proposed in this paper to evaluate the accuracy of dynamic models from PMU-based measurements recorded during disturbances. The scheme integrates the hybrid dynamic simulation and error analysis technologies. And the implementation of the phase shifter method is presented in PSD-FDS, and this method is easy realization and programming implementation. Moreover, the results from two simulation cases show the effective of proposed credibility evaluation.
Credibility evaluation with hybrid dynamic simulation could be used not only in small-scale system, but also in large-scale system. But the accuracy of estimation result still has some room for improvement. If possible, multiple disturbance events should be use to provide a more reliable indices. Meanwhile, this method cannot replace the traditional power system equipment testing, but only provide an auxiliary means to evaluate the accuracy of simulation. And more application in real system will be done in further work.
